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Abstract 
New machine architectures were born during these last years pushed by industrial exigencies in terms of productivity. In this 
paper, we propose to study the performances that two new machining architecture including hybrid robot with a parallelogram 
closed loop and a parallel structure can offer. These two robots are combined with a 2 axis turntable in a 8 DoFs robotic cell. 
Three redundant parameters are used to optimize the path planning.  The criteria used to optimize the behavior of each robotic 
cell and to assess their behavior are presented in this paper along with a comparative study of the kinematic performances and 
stiffness performances of the two architectures. 
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
Machine tools and robots have both fundamentally evolved in recent years due to the industrial context where 
requirements in terms of adaptability, productivity or quality are increasingly important. In fact, in comparison 
with 5-axis machine tools, robots offer a larger workspace and a lower investment. Unfortunately, they are 
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currently limited to machine soft materials because their lack of stiffness leads to the structure deformation and 
vibrations.  
Today, improvements have been done with an absolute accuracy of about 0.1 to 0.2mm and a repeatability 
under 0.1mm. These developments underline the interest of improving the accuracy for machining tasks. A first 
way of improvement concerns HSM conditions (Zhang et al. (2005), Olabi et al. (2010)) which enable the tool 
engagement and cutting forces to be reduced. A second way of improvement consists in introducing and managing 
the kinematic redundancy.  
HSM is the result of advances in the field of machining and is characterized by specific conditions. Various 
works on the topic have shown that an increase in the cutting speed gives rise to a specific decrease in cutting 
energy (Tournier (2010)). The working conditions improve the surface state, preserve material integrity and reduce 
cutting forces. However, these conditions involve certain constraints, such as increased spindle speed 
(N>20000rpm), increased kinematic performance (Vf>10m/min) and increased structural stiffness. HSM 
conditions, although more complex and more sensitive to settings, have to enable a good tool engagement. 
Moreover, it helps to satisfy the advance speed Vf  to be as regular as possible equal to Vf  imposed by the process.  
The use of machining robot with 6 DoFs (Degrees of Freedom) let appears an order 1 functional redundancy to 
realize a machining task characterized by 5 DoFs. That means that one parameter complementary has to be taken 
into account to define completely the robot pose. This functional redundancy is characterized by the angle around 
the axis spindle  (Fig. 1c). In our architecture development, the integration of a 2-axis turntable adds 2 DoFs to 
the 6 DoFs architecture. As infinity of path can be realized, the objective is to find the trajectory which can fulfill 
different constraints like maximal kinematic or dynamic capacity. A set of criteria like singularity avoidance, joint 
limit, stiffness improvement, dexterity has been introduced (Khalid and Dombre (2004)). Actually, redundancy is 
used to improve the robot capacity during machining operation, improving the position of the manipulator or 
improving the dexterity (Olabi et al. (2010), Robin et al. (2011)). Other works are focused on the stiffest area of the 
manipulator (Olabi et al. (2010), Dumas et al. (2011), Robin et al. (2011)). The use of the redundant motion of the 
robotic cell is introduced in the paper.  
So, the performances of two industrial robots embedded in a kinematically redundant robotic cell dedicated to 
machining tasks are evaluated. The different models are then detailed and a new procedure for managing kinematic 
redundancy whilst integrating various criteria is proposed. Simulation and first results are finally presented to 
assess the performances of the two different architectures (Fig. 1). 
      
Fig. 1. (a) Studied robotic cell, (b) parameters of the turntable on the real robotic cell, (c) functional redundancy around the tool axis 
2. Modeling of the redundant robotic cell 
The modeling of the hybrid robot with a closed parallelogram loop has been largely presented in Subrin et al. 
(2011) and the one with parallel architecture in Robin et al. (2011) (Fig. 2a, 3a). These architectures are modeled 
like a serial architecture. The model includes movement reversing relative to the movement of the rotary table. 
This is equivalent to positioning the observer on the rotary table instead of on the base as usual. The solution of the 
Direct Geometric Model (DGM) is obtained by multiplying the homogeneous operators associated with TCS 
method (Gogu et al. (1997)). Concerning the robot with parallel architecture, the kinematic chain includes 3 
prismatic joints. To model the architecture, an equivalent structure (a serial one) which includes 2 revolute joints 
( , ) and 1 prismatic joint (r) is taken into account (Robin et al. (2011)). 
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3. Formalizing the optimization problem 
The problem of path-following with a redundant robot amounts to finding the parameters x which satisfy 
various constraints related to the task, the robot configuration and the capability expected. The problem can be 
mathematically expressed as:  
 
Let  kn xfxf )(:  
Find *x  which minimize 1..k =i )(   xf i  
under 0)(: xhxh  and under 0)(:   xgxg  
where n is the problem size and k is the number of criteria      
 
Fig. 2. (a) Robotic architecture including the hybrid robot with a parallelogram closed loop, (b) angular variable of the architecture, (c) equation 
to obtain the serial equivalence  
 
Fig. 3. (a) Robotic architecture including the hybrid robot with a parallel kinematic chain, (b) variables of the architecture with the 3 parameters 
for serial equivalence                                         
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4. Redundancy management 
Actual researches present many criteria to characterize the behavior of a robotic architecture (Khalil and 
Dombre (2004)). A set of classical criteria (joint limit, singularity avoidance) is taken into account and specific 
criteria based on machining constraints are introduced in the optimization: 
 Stiffness to  limit the tool deviation 
 Dexterity in a given direction to guarantee high speed due to HSM  
 Mechanical performance to well orient the solicitation towards the manipulator 
4.1. Stiffness 
The objective is to define criteria to model the stiffness behavior of the manipulator. The Cartesian stiffness Kx 
can be defined by the relation: 
 
                                                                                                                                                      (1)
where T is a six-dimensional set composed of the forces and torques applied to the end effector and dX is a six-
dimensional set composed of the translational and rotational displacements of the end effector. They are expressed 
in the base frame. Concerning the robot with closed loop, a weight of 115kg has been applied on the end effector 
and the displacement measure has been done with a laser tracker (Fig. 4a). For the robot with parallel architecture, 
the wrist has been locked, a weight of 45kg has been applied on the end effector, the surface is swept and the 
deviation is measured with a comparator (Fig. 4b). 
 
Fig. 4. (a) Stiffness mapping with the ABB IRB6660®, (b) Stiffness mapping with the PKM Tricept® 
The results are really different from one architecture to the other because, to sweep the surface with the robot 
with a parallelogram closed loop, all the actuator moves but only the joints defined by the actuated motions q2 to q5 
are charged.  Concerning the value obtained, the stiffness is more homogeneous in its workspace. If the wrist is 
crooked, the force is distributed on link 4 and 5 and the IRB6660® is stiffer in this configuration (Fig. 5a). 
Concerning the parallel robot, the extension of the legs leads to a loss of stiffness. Moreover, it can be observed the 
same pattern on the edges of the swept area (Fig. 5b). 
 
Concerning the manipulator with parallel architecture, the deformation induced by the charge is relatively 
proportional to the median leg length. The following criterion is introduced (Robin et al. (2011)): 
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Fig. 5. Evaluation of the Cartesian stiffness for the ABB IRB6660 (a) and for PKM Tricept (b) 
Regarding serial manipulators, many studies have considered that static deformations are mainly located in the 
actuated joints (Dumas et al. (2011)). Nevertheless, as far as our structure is concerned, deformations are also 
located in the links and in the passive joints (Pashkevitch et al. (2011)). As a first approach, to simplify the 
problem, the elements are considered as non-shrinking elements and the study focuses in a small region of the 
workspace where the Jacobian is well conditioned. Simplification can be done and the simplified relation between 
the Cartesian stiffness Kx, the joint stiffness K  and the Jacobian J can be written: 
 
                      (3) 
 
A stiffness analysis has been realized on the IRB6660® with the method presented in Dumas et al. (2011). 
Firstly, the Frobenius norm allows to understand where the Jacobian matrix of the IRB6660® has a good 
conditioning (Fig. 6a). Secondly, different weights and configurations allow defining the stiffness of the 2nd to 6th 
axis by measuring the displacement produced and the forces felt inside the force sensor (Fig. 6b). Once, the 
stiffness is known for the 5 last joints, tests are then realized to analyze the stiffness of the first axis. 
 
  
Fig. 6. Frobenius norm to evaluate the conditioning of the Jacobian matrix (a). Stiffness analysis (b) 
A criterion rp is introduced to focus the displacement on the stiffest joints:  
  
                       (4) 
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4.2. Kinematic criteria 
The kinematic performance criteria of manipulators allow defining the ability to move and to generate a given 
speed from its current position. Two matrices Wx and Wq, positive and diagonal, which allow to split the relative 
influence of the end effector speed and the articular speed (Dubey and Luh (1988)). The application allows to 
define the value of Wx and Wq. If a preferred direction is expected from the end effector, Wx can be weighted. 
However, the d advance direction evolves during the path and Wx is so chosen as an identity matrix. Though, to 
take into account the maximal speed of the articulation qimax, Jv is defined from the Jacobian matrix J as: 
 
and                 and                    (5) 
 
a v criterion concerning the speed capacity is defined by:  
 
                              (6) 
 
with ud  a unit speed vector in the d advance direction. Rv speed ratio is the ratio between the operational speed 
norm | x |  and the articular speed norm| vq  | :  
 
 
                   (7) 
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Fig. 7. Results of stiffness convergence to joints 2 to 6 (a) – first results of the IRB6660 stiffness (b) 
 
Application to the IRB6660 
Some transformation has to be done to take into account the speed limit of the IRB6660 robot combining a 
parallelogram architecture. The relation between the speed of the passive joint and the speed of the actuator is: 
 
 
     
and     and                (8)         
 
 
Application to the Tricept 
Some transformation has to be done to take into account the speed limit of the prismatic joint (Robin et al. 
(2011)). The general relations between the speed of the equivalent structure and the speed of the actuator are: 
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 and                           (9) 
 
4.3. Mechanical advantage         
The mechanical advantage performance allows defining the ability to transmit a force f along a d’ direction. 
Two matrices Wf and W , positive and diagonal, which allow to split the relative influence of the end effector force 
and the articular torque are introduced (Dubey and Luh (1988)). The application allows defining the value of Wf 
and W . If a preferred direction is expected from the end effector, Wf can be weighted. However, the d’ advance 
direction evolves during the path: Wf is so chosen as an identity matrix. Though, to take into account the maximal 
torque of the articulation imax (Fig. 6a), Jv  is defined from the Jacobian matrix J as: 
 
 
 and and and                                           (10) 
 
 
A ms criterion concerning the speed capacity for the hybrid robot with parallelogram architecture is defined by:  
 
                                            (11) 
 
 with ud’  a unit speed vector in the d’ advance direction Rms ratio is the ratio between the operational force norm 
|f|  and the articular torque norm | |:  
 
 
                                    (12) 
 
 
Motor torque can be easily integrated into the model as explained above. Concerning the Tricept®, more 
investigation has to be taken into account to improve the posture towards the loading. A first criterion mt has been 
implemented concerning the orientation of the force to the center of the wrist. 
 
                                                        (13) 
 
 
with uF the unit vector of the resultant of the cutting pressures in the normal plane and u6 the directing vector of 
the last axis of the wrist q6. 
4.4. Classical criteria : criteria of joints limit and singularity 
The joints limit criteria enables the joints to be used around their middle position qimoy. A scalar function, whose 
effect is to increase the distance from the joint limit, enables the definition of a criterion j (Khalid and Dombre 
(2004)):  
 
 
with qiM the maximum value of the axis                        (14) 
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The singularity avoidance criteria used is based on wrist singularity avoidance (Robin et al. (2011), Subrin et al. 
2012)): 
 
                              (15) 
 
Resolution 
The optimization problem is solved by determining, for each pose, the angle around the tool axis , q7 and q8 
the axis position of the rotary table. The classic method of solving redundancy by using the projection onto the 
kernel of the Jacobian matrix is used (Robin et al. (2011)).  
 
                 (16) 
 
 
Where J+=JT(JJT)-1 is the pseudo-inverse of J, z is a vector of the same dimension as q, I is the identity matrix 
(of dimension q) and Jh is the projection matrix of z on the kernel of J. The vector z in this case is defined as the 
gradient of an objective function (q), constructed by aggregating the original objectives which avoids the 
construction of a Pareto front. One of the difficulties of aggregation methods is the choice of the weighting 
assigned to each criterion. To change the relative importance of each criterion according to the need, variable 
weightings are introduced (Lee and Buss (2006)). The form of the objective function becomes: 
 
 
 with                              (17) 
 
 
with  )(qw ii the weighting  function which depends on the criteria i , which goes from 0 to 1.  
5. Behavior improvement of the two architectures 
Models and resolution methods are computed under Matlab®. The proposed method allows the optimization of 
the behavior of the robotic cell within the proposed criteria in speed, torque and stiffness. Fig. 8 represents the 
posture of the robot during the not optimized and respectively optimized path (without and with the use of the 
turntable and the functional redundancy). Rvs represents the speed ratio (Eq. 7) for IRB6660 robot while Rvt is the 
tricept one. First, the robotic cell with IRB6660 robot is up to twice faster than the one with the Tricept robot (Fig. 
9) by comparing Rvs and Rvt. 
 
This method permits to have minimal expectances concerning the different ratio. A higher weighting for the 
capacity in speed is given with a minimum expectances of 12 for the ratio. Once the ratio reaches the value, other 
criteria can be improved while respecting joint limits and singularity. 
 
 
Fig. 8. not optimized posture (a) and (c), optimized posture (b) and (d) while realizing a square defined by 8 points (corners and midpoints) 
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Fig. 9.  Ratio evaluation during the path described in Fig. 8 for the two architectures 
6. Conclusion and perspectives 
In this paper, two different architectures dedicated to machining tasks have been evaluated by using an 
optimization process based on various criteria defined in this paper.  Some results according the behavior towards 
the solicitation with the stiffness and towards the speed are introduced. The perspectives will concern the criteria 
influences on the part quality and the criteria implementation based on the dynamic of the robotic cell. 
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